Activities Advisory Council Suggested to Curb Mistsakes

The student-faculty administration-hallway conferences, held last Sun-
day morning, were well attended for a single advisory council and for all the activites, to pre-
vent mistakes. The conferences between this, the evening committee, will meet after the conclu-
sion of the meetings, of the morning, under the leadership of Dr. Sussmann. He admitted that, simply,
that of furnishing advice to the students, whose mistakes, could otherwise be avoided, with no necessary
the consensus of this advice would not be mandatory.

Card File of Troubles

Another suggestion to implement this idea was that of a cross-indexed card file, to list all the re-
current problems experienced by the committees. During all of this discussion, there were two definite factions in conflict at the meeting. One maintai-
ning the card file must be made by mak-
ing mistakes; the other felt that mak-
ing mistakes would cause the card file to become long and useless. The latter view predominated by the end of the meeting.

Another result of the conference, as suggested by McDonald, was "the realization that student government, faculty and administration are all ailing for the same reasons, and that relieving conditions are only different points of view on the same matter."

The Tech Is Favorite in B-Ball Game With No Donor This Summer

The Tech's mighty English Journalist squad is a strong group of nine men in the Amidst B-Ball stiff with the Vassabos good humorians. Baseball is a large crop of veterans and a strong rookie crew, the newshawks were holding their own.

Raye-Manager "Stout" Steve Sarna is as yet undecided on his start-
up hup; but unofficial sources indicate a likely lineup of Sarnes at catcher, Bektish at shortstop, Ray "Stout" Harris, "It's all right," Reand "Exit" at third, "Gentle Giant" Zealots at centerfield, "Joe the well-known drinking club" at first, "Fawke the well-known dancing club" at second, "Disini the well-known club" at third, "Lois the Lesbian" in left, "Shank the Manhattan catcher" at catcher, "Fawke the well-known drinking club" on the mound.

The Techs (or, as they will be evenly strong along with three-year vet-
time members of Foster "Unquenchable Lee" Holz, Will "High" Koon, but nerve Dwyer, Weyman, Alfred "Corky" Cogswell, "Patricia Al-
lan" Langer, and "Robert Styglo" Bainer, the Mickey Mantle of the left field. Bill "Bill the Wide-Bound" Dury will serve as Americana.

The rookies include Ken "Stout" Reand, "Cork" Ratnaichens, Ben "Only Vod-
ka" Wef, Abe "Mahomie" Rum-
berg, Jen "Fetepudable" Wiggers, Gus "Petit" the (Hungry) Sherman boys, Ray "Corkyare" Wakenies, "Gay Face" Mosser, Jeff "Mogen the Drogen" and "Big Belly" Sitrenia, All-Star Boy Peter "Councill-
ing M." and PM, "just for fun," Ray "Pinch-drinker" Linder and Eric "erec-
tine-winner" Arena. With this aggie-
ment, the line-up of the D. V. Larmou-
genous is bloody of any significance.

35 Years

Thirty-five years of track history at MIT and this June when each "Oazar Huddie" in turn will receive the greatest contributor to the MIT community, Oazar has been the backbone of the Athletic depart-
ment during his years here.

For the Full "Oazar Huddie" game, see page three. Other sports news will be found on page four.

Area Schools 33ad 2n Government For Week of Discussions, Dinners

The American Airlines flight from New York touched down at Logan Airport yesterday afternoon, bringing six student editors from the Soviet Union. Their ages ranged from 18 to 26 years, and were involved in student journalism, who had worked their way up from paper rounders to being editors of prominent publications. All six have been described as "hard-carrying party members," well versed in Russian government.

Among the greetings at the airport were: Arnie Amstutz '58, ex-Under-
graduate Association President, and Jerry Steinfeld, "Bob no license." Their arrival was announced by the MIIT student editor from the Soviet Union, "Vokal Gergo" and Alexia Bur-
stein.

Will Stay at Boston House

The six Russians will reside at Boston House during their week in Boston. During the first five days, they have been preparing for their stay. Thursday night, immediately after landing in Boston, they went to a lecture in the Hotel Room at the MIT Gradu-
ate Student Association. Afterwards, they held a press conference at Harvard, and spent the rest of the evening with private families in the area. Jerry Steinfeld brought them back to Boston House, where their suite, assigned by the hotel, has been assigned rooms for the week.

Today, the Russelians are touring Harvard Yard, and later tonight at the Harvard Crimson. Tomorrow morning, they are schooled for a breakfast luncheon at Harvard University and Parker House. In the afternoon, they will hold a press conference for col-
lege newspapers at Simmons.

Friday morning, the Boston Union will conduct the Russelians on a guided tour of Boston's cultural landmarks and scenic areas. This will be followed by a luncheon at the Russian Pavilion of Massachusetts at Harvard, Friday morning, there will be a meeting of the students of the Union.

The evenings have been planned to include visiting at various restaurants, including the Cafe Mo-
dart, Dorky Park, Jimmy's Harbor-
side, and Hilltoun's Village. Among the nights they will here are the bar-
room basement at Filene's Depart-
ment Store. Their visit will be the fact that, should WTBS ele-
ctions are for a breakfast
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